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INTRODUCTION
ØNeonatal feeding has been described as the most
complex behavior of the newborn (Mizuno & Ueda,
2005) and the ability to take all feedings by mouth
remains an Academy of Pediatrics criteria for
hospital discharge for preterm and sick term infants
(Bertoncelli, et al. 2012).
ØThe current gold standard for determining adequacy
of feeding skill at discharge is via visual assessment
and appropriate weight gain.

METHODS
MEASURES

Ø nfant® Feeding Solution (NFANT Labs, Atlanta GA) was used to collect our measures of interest (Figure 1).
Ø nfant Feeding Solution is a noninvasive, FDA cleared, Class II medical device (FDA 510(k) Number: K143507)
that consists of a disposable nfant Coupling that connects a standard bottle to a standard nipple. The nfant SSB
Sensor connects to the coupling and noninvasively measures nipple movement (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Metrics derived from nfant Feeding Solution

Ø The continued absence of objective data to
quantify feeding skill at discharge increases the risk
that infants with feeding challenges may be missed,
thereby increasing the likelihood of hospital
readmission and/or long term feeding problems.

PURPOSE
ØThe purpose of the current study was twofold:
1. Collect objective feeding data on infants classified
as low risk and high risk for poor long term
outcomes.
2. To apply machine learning techniques to sucking
performance metrics to investigate the relative risk
for post-discharge feeding issues.

Figure 2. nfant Feeding Solution

Nipple Movement Pattern Metric Creation
Ø Key features identified from each feeding signal
using custom algorithms.
ØEvent Metrics created for each feeding:
ØFeeding Duration, Active Time
ØNumber of Events, Sporadic Events, Bursts
ØEvents per minute
ØMax Peak (%), Average Peak (%), Duration (s),
Frequency (Hz), Smoothness
ØCoefficient of Variation: Peak, Duration,
Frequency, Smoothness
ØInterval, Effect, IP & DP Duration and Slope
ØTemporal, Spatial and Inconsistency values
for all event metrics

PROCEDURES
Ø PT infants entered the protocol when they
showed evidence of sustained bottle feeding.
Ø Data were collected at three time points: when
infants were taking 1-2 oral feeds per day, 4-6
per day and at discharge when they were taking
all feedings orally (Figure 3).
Ø Sessions began with one minute of nonnutritive
sucking followed by nutritive sucking.
Ø Data were collected for the entire feeding; for
the purposes of this study, only the nutritive
sucking results were used in analyses.

PARTICIPANTS
Ø To meet aim 1, preterm infants were divided into
two groups based on criteria set by our hospital
NICU: those considered low risk for developmental
concerns (LRPT); and, those considered high risk for
developmental concerns (HRPT) (Table 1).
Ø To meet aim 2, HRPT infants were further
subdivided into those with ongoing feeding issues
(HRw) or those without (HRw/o).

ANALYSES

Table 1. Means (standard deviation), for
demographic variables of interests
Figure 3. Procedural Flow

Ø Machine learning algorithms were trained to
distinguish between issues HRw and without HRw/o
using calculated signal metrics.
Ø Trained algorithms were then applied to the LRPT
group’s feeding at discharge for classification.

RESULTS
Ø 19 of 31 HRPT infants were verified to fall into the
HRw group (i.e. with ongoing feeding issues observed
post discharge).
Ø 11 of 12 LRPT infants were classified as “more
similar” to HRw than HRw/o despite the fact they were
older and heavier at birth AND a similar age at
discharge.
Ø Prediction confidence for LRPT classified as more
similar to HRw was 87% (SD = 8). Confidence for the
single LRPT infant grouped with HRw/o was 62%.

CONCLUSIONS & CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
Ø Results suggest that otherwise healthy preterm infants
considered low risk for poor outcomes may have
feeding issues at discharge that go undetected.
Ø Objective feeding performance data at discharge may
be more accurate for identifying relative risk of
feeding issues compared to more traditional indices
such as visual assessment, age, and weight.
Ø Machine Learning techniques, applied to feeding
metrics obtained via nfant Feeding Solution, present
an opportunity to identify preterm infants who might
need ongoing follow-up for feeding issues post
discharge.

LIMITATIONS
Ø LRPT subjects were not tracked to validate whether
they sought post discharge feeding care or were
readmitted to the hospital post discharge.
Ø The average length of time between discharge
feeding exam and actual discharge was 3 days;
therefore, it is possible that feeding metrics could
have trended toward HRw/o following the last data
collection.
Ø Post discharge follow-up would enhance the
predictive ability of the algorithms developed here.
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